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 200 US Military Killed in Syria! 1800 Private Contractors! Censored by 
Washington! 
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 ++ Part 1--Mounting Evidence Points to a Deep State Coup Has Seized the 
Presidency 

 ++ Part 2--Mounting Evidence Points to a Deep State Coup Has Seized the 
Presidency 

 
 

Ephesians 5:11, 13-16:  "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of 
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made 
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he 
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give 
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, 
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."  
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines: 
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a 
sense of guilt. 
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard 
against surprise or danger. 
Matthew 24:24:  "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."  
II Corinthians 2:11:  "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not 
ignorant of his devices."  
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble 
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then 
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."  

 
++ The Hillary Child-Sex Tape Is Worse Than You Can Imagine #PEDOVORE 
WARNING: This video contains graphic details concerning the #HillarySexTape 
and the horrific acts she committed against a young girl. The footage found on 
Anthony Weiner's laptop caused some of the most hardened NYPD officers to 
weep, vomit and seek psychological help. REPORT BY: SGTreport #DarkToLight 
#TheGreatAwakening #PedoGate #QAnon #PureEvil 
Play: https://youtu.be/zZA3F_stoiM?t=1m8s  

 
Bible Study on the Wicked 
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Psalm 94:16&20: "Who will rise up for me against the evildoers? or who will stand 
up for me against the workers of iniquity?…Shall the throne of iniquity have 
fellowship with thee, which frameth mischief by a law?" 
Jhn 3:19  And this is the condemnation, that light is come into the world, and men 
loved darkness rather than light, because their deeds were evil. 
Jhn 3:20 For every one that doeth evil hateth the light, neither cometh to the light, 
lest his deeds should be reproved. 
Jhn 3:21 But he that doeth truth cometh to the light, that his deeds may be made 
manifest, that they are wrought in God. 
Mic 3:1 And I said, Hear, I pray you, O heads of Jacob, and ye princes of the 
house of Israel; Is it not for you to know judgment? 
Mic 3:2 Who hate the good, and love the evil; who pluck off their skin from off 
them, and their flesh from off their bones; 
Mic 3:3 Who also eat the flesh of my people, and flay their skin from off them; and 
they break their bones, and chop them in pieces, as for the pot, and as flesh 
within the caldron. 
Mic 3:4 Then shall they cry unto the LORD, but he will not hear them: he will even 
hide his face from them at that time, as they have behaved themselves ill in their 
doings. 
Psa 145:20 The LORD preserveth all them that love him: but all the wicked will he 
destroy. 
Psalm 97:10: "Ye that love the LORD, hate evil..." 

 
Tweets from when this broke in 2016:  
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++ Saleha M. Abedin (Huma’s mother) promotes the Muslim religious merits of 
child marriage, lashings and stonings for adulterous women, and even the sexual 
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mutilation of Muslim girls. Huma’s mom edits the Journal of Muslim Minority -
Affairs, which has suggested that America had 9/11 coming to it, because of 
“sanctions” and “injustices” the US allegedly imposed on the Muslim world. 

 
 

Liz Crokin Knows That 'A Video Of Hillary Clinton Sexually Abusing A Child 
Exists'  
In this clip, Liz Crokin asserts that she knows "with absolute certainty" that a tape 
exists showing Hillary Clinton sexually abusing a child and literally cutting off 
that living child's face. 
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5atGuHDF6ms 

 
Hillary Huma Rape Tape Leaked, Sources Report! 
Several sources are reporting this NOW!  They say multiple people have heard 
the audio and seen the video and it will make grown men cry!  If true, Hillary is 
finally going down and never again will a Clinton be able to show their face in 
public!  If this is proven to not be true, I will remove this story immediately.  The 
woman reporting seems very credible to me.  If she is fooling everybody she is a 
very good actress!  She claims people have already seen the tape on the dark 
web! 
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Play to 5:49: https://youtu.be/_Oh34EIlyJ8  
https://twitter.com/Treghostgirl/status/985289947597897728  
Twitter and Youtube are exploding with rumors of the Hillary Clinton Huma 
Abedin rape tape sources say was just dropped.  If this is true as the source says 
she has multiple confirmations then nothing will ever be the same.   People are 
reporting this is with a very young girl and they cut off her face and wear it as a 
mask!   This is absolutely disgusting but Hillary is pure evil as we know from 
Cathy Obrien’s testimony on youtube where Hillary raped her when she was a 
young girl also.   

WARNING – DO NOT search for 
this tape or you will be arrested 
for pedophilia.  The woman 
reporting this goes by the Twitter 
handle @treghostgirl as shown 
below.  During the livestream she 
claims to get several 
confirmations that this Hillary 
Huma rape tape / sprit cooking 
tape is REAL!   Supposedly 
people have to to into therapy if 
they see it. We should all pray the 
comes out NOW!  If it’s true then 
pray Hillary and Huma are 

immediately arrested for murder!  Hopefully we will get more confirmations in the 
next 24 hours.      
Again, DO NOT go searching for images or video of this or you will be arrested 
for child pornography since this is with a very young girl.  Supposedly this is the 
video that was on Anthony Weiner’s laptop in the “Life Insurance” file.   
https://twitter.com/Treghostgirl/status/985289947597897728 

 
Hillary Raped Me!  Cathy Obrien 
Cathy Obrien was "groomed" through mind control techniques used by the CIA. 
She was molested by her father at 6 years old to then be subjected to the CIA MK- 
ULTRA program to be used as a sex slave. She was raped by Bill and Hillary 
Clinton. Cathy O'brien has done video interviews and written a book called 
"Trance Formation of America" detailing the rape by Hillary. This is the nuclear 
bomb that will destroy Hillary Clinton. 
Play: https://youtu.be/-SSa9tTa0-k?t=4m14s  

 
++ Published on Nov 4, 2016>> NYPD Has Pedophile Evidence On Clintons 
Doug Hagmann breaks down the ongoing pedophile and child trafficking scandal 
which is centered around Anthony Weiner and the Clinton campaign. 
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X7h4AD9cKb0  

 
Published on Jan 10, 2017>> Play: PUTIN HAS EXPOSED THE PLOT TO 
DESTROY AMERICA 
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Russia warns of 'consequences' for US-led strike on Syria as Putin blasts 'act of 
aggression'  

 Russia's ambassador to the U.S. warned there would be "consequences" 
for the strike on Syria, and that a "pre-designed scenario" was underway. 

 In ordering strikes on Syria, President Donald Trump called out both Iran 
and Russia for their support of Bashar Assad's government. 

 So far, there has been no publicly released evidence that the Assad regime 
was indeed behind the chemical attacks.  

 In comments on Saturday morning, the Russian Defense Ministry said the 
strikes did little damage and claimed that of 103 cruise missiles fired in the 
U.S.-led airstrike, 71 were shot down by Syria’s Soviet-made air-defense 
systems. 

 
Play: 'Assad had no reason to launch chem attack, unlike those who want US 
involvement' – Ron Paul 
Washington and the US media seem to have no doubts about the Syrian 
government's complicity in the Douma incident despite the fact that those who 
want America to stay in Syria have far more solid motives, Ron Paul told RT. 

 
Play to 10:34: ‘There was no chemical attack in Syria’ — Virginia State Senator 
and Career Military Officer Virginia State Senator Richard Black discusses the 
latest "chemical attack" in Syria as a false flag attempt at pressuring Trump into a 
reckless confrontation with Russia in Syria. Learn more here: 
https://larouchepac.com/20180410/enou... 

 
Breaking: Clinton-Abedin PedoGate Video Found On Dark Web 
Play: https://youtu.be/MplPQfhAi9k  

 
++ Play: Tucker Carlson: Why is Washington united behind a war in Syria? 
Tucker: Virtually all of official Washington, Republicans and Democrats, have 
united behind the idea that the United States has a moral obligation to go deeper 
into war in Syria after a suspected gas attack. Yet, our merely asking obvious 
questions, we are told to shut up and just obey. #Tucker 

 
Published on Mar 17, 2018>> Play: US training Syrian terrorists for false flag 
chemical attack as basis for airstrikes  
Russia’s Defense Ministry says “US instructors” are training terrorists to stage 
false flag chemical attacks in south Syria. The incidents are said to be a pretext 
for airstrikes on Syrian government troops and infrastructure. 

 
Eyewitness Testimonies During Syria “Chemical Attack'” Explain How Video Was 
Staged 
On April 13, the Ministry of Defense of Russia released a video showing 
testimonies of two doctors who were on duty at a Duma hospital when the alleged 
chemical attack took place in the Syrian town on April 7. 
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In the video, one of the two doctors said that the hospital received several 
civilians who had been injured in an airstrike of the Syrian Arab Air Force 
(SyAAF) on Duma in the morning of April 8. Dr. al-Jaysh said that the airstrike had 
hit the last floor of a building causing fire. 
This led to the suffocation of some civilians who were trapped in the lower floors 
of the building. 
While the doctors were treating the injured civilians, a man shouted in the 
hospital’s emergency room that the injuries were caused by “a chemical attack,” 
which led to chaos, according to Dr. al-Jaysh. 
English subtitles. pic.twitter.com/lXafFybl1I 
— iad tawil (@iadtawil) April 13, 2018 
“While treating the people who were suffocated by smoke and dust, one of the 
people who were present said that the strike was a chemical attack, which led the 
people in the area [hospital] to deal with the cases as injuries caused by chemical 
weapons.” Dr. al-Jaysh said in the video released by the Ministry of Defense of 
Russia. 
Moreover, the two doctors stressed in the video that there had been no 
symptoms proving a chemical weapons use. Both doctors were also able to 
prove their presence in the emergency room of Duma hospital during the incident 
via a video published a Syrian opposition news outlet. 
Several experts suggested before that a carbon monoxide poisoning might be 
behind the deaths of the Duma attack victims. The Syrian Observatory from 
Human Rights (SOHR) even reported from day one that carbon monoxide 
poisoning had been behind the deaths of the civilians who were trapped in a 
basement from a long time after the airstrike. 
Syrian pro-government sources noted that both doctors could have left Duma 
district under the evacuation agreement between the Damascus government and 
Jaysh al-Islam but they opted to stay. This makes the testimonies of these two 
doctors more credible. 

 
May’s Government Lied About Nerve Agent Used In Skripal Poisoning 
Somebody has some explaining to do… or did the Syrian airstrikes just ‘distract’ 
the citizenry from the reality surrounding the Skripal poisoning. 
Remember how we were told my the politicians (not the scientists) that a deadly 
Novichok nerve agent – produced by Russia – was used in the attempted 
assassination of the Skripals? Remember the 50 questions (here and here) we 
had surrounding the ‘facts’ as Theresa May had laid them out? Ever wonder why, 
given how utterly deadly we were told this chemical was, the Skripals wondered 
around for a few hours after being ‘infected’ and then days later, survived with no 
chronic damage? 
Well those doubts may well have just been answered as according to the 
independent Swiss state Spiez lab, the substance used on Sergei Skripal was an 
agent called BZ, which was never produced in Russia, but was in service in the 
US, UK, and other NATO states. 
RT reports that Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov said, citing the results of 
the examination conducted by a Swiss chemical lab that worked with the samples 
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that London handed over to the Organisation for the Prohibition of the Chemical 
Weapons (OPCW), that Sergei Skripal, a former Russian double agent, and his 
daughter Yulia were poisoned with an incapacitating toxin known as 3-
Quinuclidinyl benzilate or BZ. 
The Swiss center sent the results to the OPCW. 
However, the UN chemical watchdog limited itself only to confirming the formula 
of the substance used to poison the Skripals in its final report without mentioning 
anything about the other facts presented in the Swiss document, the Russian 
foreign minister added. 
He went on to say that Moscow would ask the OPCW about its decision to not 
include any other information provided by the Swiss in its report. 
On a side note, the Swiss lab is also an internationally recognized center of 
excellence in the field of the nuclear, biological, and chemical protection and is 
one of the five centers permanently authorized by the OPCW. 
The Russian foreign minister said that London refused to answer dozens of “very 
specific” questions asked by Moscow about the Salisbury case, as well as to 
provide any substantial evidence that could shed light on the incident. 

 
Originally published in March 2007>> Play: Bombshell: Top US General Says 
Syria Attack Was Staged, Exposes Secret Plan  

 
Play: Act of War: The Real Reason Syria was Attacked 

 
 

Israel Attacking Iran's Bases in Syria!  
Israel carried out 4 air-strikes on one of the largest munition storage facilities in 
Aleppo Syria.  The facility was held by Iranian and Afghani militias, reporters said. 
No official response from Israel. 
20 IRANIAN OFFICERS KILLED IN ALEPPO #SYRIA STRIKES – REPORTS: 
MAARIV 
More than 30 ambulances now in Jabal Azzan for rescue operation aftermath the 
explosion at Iranian base in southern Aleppo Syria.  
 “Syrian media: Explosions at largest Iranian base in Syria” “Iranian military base 
in Syria was targeted by unidentified aircraft Saturday night, Syrian media is 
reporting.” 

 
U.S. Ambassador Nikki Haley Arrogantly Leaves UN Security Council Meeting 
Rather than listen to what Syria's UN Representative has to say, U.S. Ambassador 
to the UN Nikki Haley gets up and leaves the UN Security Council Meeting! 
Transcript Syria’s UN Rep. Exposes Facts Nikki Haley Doesn't Want to Hear!: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zw-pI... 
Related: 
U.S. To Impose New Sanctions On Russia Over Syrian False Flag Chemical Attack 
New US foreign policy: punish those who fight ISIS 
Trump vows to sanction MORE airstrikes against Syria if Assad dares to use 
chemical weapons again 
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Trump Signals US Backed Muslim Terrorist Rebels: Commit More Chemical 
Attacks And I Will Blame Assad 
President Trump is prepared to strike the Syrian government again should 
another chemical attack occur – regardless of who perpetrated it.  
Related: Putin predicts global 'chaos' if West hits again...

 
200 US Military Killed in Syria! 1800 Private Contractors! Censored by 
Washington!  
Friday, April 13, 2018 6:25 
Hal Turner posts the following today which has been reported by the Russian 
news outlets: iarex.ru and wh24.ru  (halturnerradioshow.com) 
 Just yesterday Newsweek reported that Mike Pompeo has now confirmed that 
the US Military killed 200 Russians back in February in the battle at the Euphrates 
in Eastern Syria when the Russians were were assembling a floating bridge. 
Two hundred American military troops have reportedly been killed in Syria along 
with approximately 1,800 American Private Military Contractors (PMC’s)  by 
Russian air strikes, according to reports from two Russian news outlets: iarex.ru 
and wh24.ru   The dead Americans were “revenge” for the Russian guys who died 
as a result of the American shelling reported in US media at the end of February. 
The American Troops and Contractors were allegedly participating in Rebel 
activities to overthrow the government of Syrian President Bashar Assad, but 
were killed by fifth generation aircraft SU-57 air strikes on the east Ghouta area 
outside Damascus. 
THAT is allegedly why the “White Helmets” – a group run by the “Army of Islam” 
and funded in part by George Soros - concocted an allegedly phony “Chemical 
Weapons attack” to give the US a public excuse for bombing Syria says 
IAREX.ru.   
NEWSWEEK reports that Mike Pompeo, the CIA director nominated to be 
secretary of state, told lawmakers Thursday (April 12) that the U.S. killed up to 
200 Russians in airstrikes conducted against forces loyal to Syrian President 
Bashar al-Assad in February. 
Prior to Pompeo’s statement U.S. officials had remained silent about the number 
of casualties inflicted by a coalition assault on pro-Syrian government fighters 
that the Pentagon claimed opened fire on Syrian Democratic Forces in the 
eastern province of Deir Ezzor.  
But American mass-media has remained silent about AMERICAN casualties 
inflicted by Syria and Russia in revenge for those dead Russians, says news 
outlet wh24.ru in Russia.   
In March, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov strangely commented  ”The 
time of negotiations has passed, the time of retribution has come.”  No American 
media outlet could explain what Lavrov meant by those comments at the time.  
Now, with information about 200 dead American troops and 1800 dead American 
PMC’s, we have an idea what he meant. 
Over the past week, since the alleged “Chemical Attack” in Syria, the US has 
been publicly saying it would conduct missile strikes upon Syria over the 
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purported use of chemical weapons against innocent civilians.  But it is now 
becoming clear that the real reason for desiring to attack, is the deaths of 2,000 
Americans. 
Perhaps if Americans were not over in Syria trying to forcibly overthrow its 
government, they wouldn’t have been killed. 
Below is video from Russia showing the Russian air strikes on east Ghouta which 
allegedly killed the Americans: 
200 Americans Killed In Russian Airstrikes In Syria! 
It now appears the powers-that-be here in the US, want to send more of our 
people to get killed, to avenge those deaths while we were doing something we 
never should have been doing in the first place. 
There is no legal authority for US troops to be in Syria and no US national 
security interest for the US to have troops in Syria.  This entire debacle is a 
leftover from the adventures of the failed Obama Administration. 
http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2018/04/200-us-military-killed-in-syria-
covered-up-by-washington-3608173.html  
Related:  
EX-MARINE TELLS THE TRUTH ABOUT ISIS! 

 
++ Play: Syria Tells UN America Has Genetically Modified Supersoldiers Deployed 
in Country 

 
Play: Anunnaki Harvesting Human Corpses in Syria 

 
Play: Nibiru Anunnaki Slaughter Russian Soldiers in Syria 

 
Play: Russian-Turkish Forces Clash With Anunnaki In Syria 

 
Play: Anunnaki Whistle-Blower Strelnikov Isaac Stepanovich Spills The Beans 

 
Play: SCARY: Putin Warns Of GM Super Human Soldiers That Are Worse Than 
Nukes 
Related: 
Giant Nephilim super soldier in our military in Ferguson Missouri 

 
++ Mounting Evidence Points to a Deep State Coup Has Seized the Presidency 
Sunday, April 15, 2018 7:55 
Although I cannot say the following with 100% certainty, there can be made an excellent 
case that President Trump has been overthrown and he is operating as a puppet 
president. 
The first set of facts that makes one believe that there is a strong possibility of an 
overthrow of the President comes from the construction of a timeline which shows 
such a dramatic shift of policy and behavior of the President and the orderly 
progression of events and dates do not add up. 
The second set of circumstances and facts that leads one to conclude that the Deep 
State is finally in charge of the White House comes from people with some knowledge 
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of the Presidential schedule and routine as well as some ancillary events involving 
known people and their routine interaction with the President which dramatically 
supports an about face reversal in presidential policy toward Syria 
In effect, what is going to be presented in the second half of this article, is that I believe  
it is possible to determine when this president and his foreign policy decisions were 
taken away from him. 
I. The Timeline of the Coup 
A contextual background to the most controversial story ever produced on The 
Common Sense Show, I want to remind everyone of some very important 
contextual background events which have set the stage for a coup against 
President Trump. 
Trump Invites Putin to Meeting at the White House 
From ABC News   
By PATRICK REEVELL  MOSCOW — Apr 2, 2018, 12:25 PM ET 
…President Donald Trump offered to host Vladimir Putin to the White House for a 
summit during a phone call with the Russian leader last month, a senior Kremlin aide 
told Russian media today… 
…Both the White House and the Kremlin have previously said the two leaders had 
discussed a possible summit during a call on March 20, when Trump called Putin to 
congratulate him on his win in Russia’s presidential election. At a briefing Monday, the 
Kremlin aide, Yuri Ushakov, said Trump had suggested on the call that the summit 
could be held at the White House… 
“When our presidents were talking on the telephone, Trump proposed to hold a first 
meeting in Washington,in the White House…” 
On April 2, 2018, President Trump announced that he was pulling our troops out 
of Syria and that he was scheduling a meeting with President Putin of Russia. 
On April 3, 2018, President Trump’s announcement is played on ABC News. 
An Excerpted Quoted Summary of the President’s Decision to Withdraw From 
Syria As Cited By ABC News 
“I want to get out. I want to bring our troops back home. I want to start rebuilding our 
nation,” Trump said during a press conference with leaders of the Baltic countries 
Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. “It’s time. We were successful against ISIS. We’ll be 
successful against anybody militarily, but sometimes it’s time to come back home — 
and we’re thinking about that very seriously.” 
The president said getting rid of ISIS has been the United States’ primary goal in Syria 
and that “we’ve almost completed that task.” 
These two events make it crystal clear, President Trump wanted out of Syria because 
ISIS was basically eradicated and Trump wanted to start anew with Putin. The 
potential of the Trump/Putin conference at the White House very well could have 
stolen war away from the globalists on a second front since President Kim of 
North Korea has agreed to denuclearize his country as a precondition to a May 
meeting with Trump. 
Let’s not forget about that Trump has negated the bulk of the trade imbalances 
which were working to the disfavor of the American people. Today, 15 months 
after the inauguration of Trump, 3 million American jobs have been created and 
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American manufacture is seeing signs of life. Trump’s economy is adding over 
300,000 jobs per month and has set job creation records. 
This is not what the globalists need. America is the impediment to a world 
government and a one world economy. America needs to fall and fall hard! Death 
to America is the mantra of the globalists.  
Reversal of Troop Withdrawal From Syria 
The President, and without a coherent or significant reason reversed himself 3 
days after announcing troops withdrawal of US forces from Syria. 
From New York Magazine on April 6, 2018: 
“…Senior administration officials claim that during a meeting with the National Security 
Council several hours later, Trump agreed to stop insisting on immediate withdrawal 
after military commanders said they needed more time to wrap up their mission. 
However, he instructed them to wrap up the operation so the 2,000 troops on the 
ground in Syria can come home in a matter of months. 
On Wednesday White House press secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders framed this as 
a responsible transition to local enforcement that will ensure ISIS can’t reemerge in the 
region..”. 
Please note that there is not one hint of the chemical weapons situation involving 
Assad and the Syrian government. 
On March 30th, I received credible information from a high level deep-cover source 
who told me that two phases of a Red Dawn invasion force which would comprise a two 
phase invasion force were going to be making their way north to the border. As I 
previously reported, the first phase would consist of cementing the terrorist forces 
already embedded from the MS-13 incursions during the 2014 Central American 
immigration invasion. Phase two is reportedly the direct military invasion from 
Latin American forces following the breakout of war in Syria. 
At the time of my previous reports, I was not allowed to reveal the source of my 
information. I have subsequently been released from this obligation. 
I subsequently wrote several articles detailing how Trump did dispatch troops to the 
border on April 5, 2018 and threaten to cancel NAFTA and DACA over 1,500 
immigrants making their way to the border. Trump had credible information that 
this was happening and this why the border has been fortified. I made this point 
several times in the past two weeks on The Common Sense Show. 
On April 8th, I approached Kathy Rubio on the information I had received involving 
these paramilitary base camps to be used in a Red Dawn invasion. I knew that Kathy 
had firsthand information about these camps both from her own personal observations 
and related family members. After I explained the seriousness of the situation, she 
agreed to come on the show for two hours and told everything in what was two of the 
most riveting hours in the history of the radio show. 
Here is NBC’s April 5th report of dispatching troops to the border: 
Trump signs order sending military to US-Mexico border 
THU, APR 05 
To secure the U.S.-Mexico border, President Trump is turning to the U.S. military. And 
while some of the troops could be in place almost immediately… 
One day after the April 5th announcement to dispatch troops to the border, Trump 
comes out of his military advisors meeting and reverses his troop withdrawal 



orders from Syria, but there was further discussion of White House meetings with 
Putin.  
Now it is no secret to many of that Trump is protected in large part by the Marines 
because he does not fully trust the Deep State elements of the Secret Service. In the 
week leading up to the decision and the carrying out of the missile attack upon Syria, 
several helicopters, including Marine helicopters have mysteriously crashed and then, of 
course, there was the major plane crash that killed 257 people. 

 April 3: A S. Marine CorpsAV-8B Harrier crashed in Djibouti shortly after take-
off.[310] 

 April 4: USMC CH-53E Super Stallion crashed near Naval Air Field El Centro, 
killing all 4 crewmen 

Were these “demonstration events” designed to make Trump fall into line? How 
about the following event for a close-to-home-demonstration event? Many think 
that raid on Trump’s private attorney was designed to gather information on 
Trump business dealings in Ukraine and this would be used as political 
blackmail. 
Fire at the Trump Tower 
Here is another demonstration event- 
New York (CNN) On April 7, 2018 the day of the chemical weapons attack in Syria. 
A fire broke out at Trump Tower on Saturday, leaving one man dead and six firefighters 
injured, the New York City Fire Department said. 
Assad’s ALLEGED Chemical Weapons Attack Upon His Own People 
Syrian President, Assad, who was winning his battles against the rebels, with the help 
of the Russians, had no reason to attack his own people with chemical weapons. He 
knew that this would provide the United States and its Western allies a preemptive 
excuse to military intervene in a very direct way within his own country and government. 
On April 7, 2018, Assad allegedly attacked his own people with chemical weapons. 
THIS WAS ONE DAY AFTER TRUMP’S REVERSAL OF THE WITHDRAWAL OF 
TROOPS FROM SYRIA. 
If the chemical weapons attack upon Syria was not a false flag event perpetrated 
by US Deep State interests and the Mossad, wouldn’t the attack dates and the 
announcement of the cancellation of the US troops withdrawal have happened in 
reverse order? 
April 6th should have been the date of the chemical weapons attacks which 
would have precipitated the logical and would-be April 7th cancellation order of 
withdrawal of US troops from Syria? 
Instead we have the opposite order. Please explain to me how this happens without 
being a false flag, preplanned event? 
THIS IS A HUGE SMOKING GUN THAT IMPLICATES THE CIA AND THE MOSSAD 
WHICH WILL BE ELABORATED ON IN THE FOLLOWING ACCOUNTS FROM 
INSIDER WHO ARE REPORTING STRANGE ANOMALIES SINCE APRIL 4, AT THE 
WHITE HOUSE.  
II. What Key People Are Saying 
My best Intel source has told me that two people who routinely brief the President, have 
been denied access to the President without explanation. In our subsequent 
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conversation, he did not use the term “coup”, but he did say “…not fully in charge of 
foreign policy…” 
Kathy Rubio reached out to me and told me she knew of someone who had the same 
experience with being denied access to Trump. Further, she said that she heard a 
source of Alex Jones, on his show, state that people were being denied access to 
Trump as well and this interview was played on Jones’ Saturday broadcast. Kathy 
Rubio added that she was given information by one of her sources that at 
minimum at least one Trump family member was being held as hostage and that 
would be Ivanka. Kathy named Jared Kushner as the brains behind this 
operation. This would bring George Soros into the picture since he and Kushner 
are close business partners. 
Paul Preston’s New California people have had access issues with Trump as well. 
Further, Paul shared with me last night that Trump cancelled his South American trip 
because of credible information involving an assassination attempt to be carried out by 
a group called the Clear Path, or Shining Path as they are sometimes called, who helps 
the Sanchez-Paredes cartel coordinate the marriage between Middle Eastern terror 
groups and the cartels along with Latin America military forces.  
Paul sent me a text at 1AM Pacific this morning which said that recent photos of Ivanka 
from South America show her not wearing her wedding ring. 
Two more things to consider: 

1. Pray for Trump 
2. The 60 minutes hit piece against Trump, which will feature Comey’s book which 

was preplanned to attack Trump and take away future sympathy from the public 
for Trump should he be taken out of office on a permanent basis. Don’t believe a 
word of this false report as it is a psyops. 

I am confident more information will be coming out with regard to this topic. 
http://beforeitsnews.com/conspiracy-theories/2018/04/mounting-evidence-points-
to-a-deep-state-coup-has-seized-the-presidency-
2488273.html?currentSplittedPage=0 
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